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			When we set out to write this book, our goal was to present Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) to developers, with a keen
		
			eye toward how this technology can be used in everyday, real-world applications. JSR-345: Enterprise JavaBeansTM,
		
			Version 3.2 EJB Core Contracts and Requirements is a deep spec that addresses the needs of beginning developers and
		
			hardcore power users alike. That’s a large audience to satisfy and, as a reference guide, the EJB spec document covers
		
			it well. In writing a book about how to use EJB, we had to narrow our audience; nonetheless, we believe that we’ve
		
			written a book that will serve the needs of a majority of Java EE developers.
		


		
			This book is targeted at developers who are experienced with Java, have built single- or multi-tier applications
		
			using earlier versions of EJB or other technologies, and are ready to take on the challenges (and rewards) of building
		
			enterprise applications using standards-based technology. Recognizing that a combined 1,100 pages of reference
		
			material [covering the EJB and Java Persistence API (JPA) specs] can be daunting, we have provided an on-ramp for
		
			developers, unfolding EJB one section at a time, and giving you the information and code examples you need to roll
		
			up your sleeves and get to work.
		


		
			As each chapter unfolds, you will not only learn about a new area of the spec, but you will also learn through
		
			specific examples about how to apply it to your own applications. Many of these examples come directly from the
		
			comprehensive, end-to-end, Java EE Enterprise Wines Online application constructed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 12,
		
			so that you can see how they fit into a bigger picture. You are encouraged to take these examples and run with them.
		
			Try them out in your favorite IDE or development environment, and change them around and try new things. EJB and
		
			the related APIs covered in this book—JPA, Web Services, and Contexts and Dependency Injection (CDI)—offer you
		
			a lot with which to work. Once you’re comfortable with the basics of building, deploying, and testing, you’ll find that
		
			EJB components are not only powerful, but also easy to build and use.
		


		
			Together, the authors of this book have built a number of applications using EJB in concert with other
		
			technologies in the Java EE stack, and we have attempted to capture within it advice about the practical patterns we
		
			have learned, the strategies we have found successful, and some pitfalls you can avoid. Most chapters in this book
		
			are dedicated to exploring specific areas of EJB, but we have also included chapters on Java Persistence API (JPA),
		
			Contexts and Dependency Injection (CDI), Web Services, gauging the performance of your EJB applications, and
		
			deploying to the Java EE application server of your choice. An introductory “Getting Started” section at the end of this
		
			chapter will get you set up to run the many useful sample applications found at the end of each chapter in the book.
		


		
			We hope this book will serve not only as a reference guide for information on EJB but also as a how-to guide and
		
			repository of practical examples to which you can refer back as you build your own applications. Enjoy!
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Sets, Logic and Maths for Computing (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
This book equips the student with essential intellectual tools that are needed from the very beginning of university studies in computing. These consist of abilities and skills - to pass from a concrete problem to an abstract representation, reason with the abstract structure coherently and usefully, and return with booty to the specific situation....
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Vision with Direction: A Systematic Introduction to Image Processing and Computer VisionSpringer, 2006

	This introductory textbook presents the modern signal processing concepts used in computer vision and image analysis in a systematic and mathematically coherent way. For the first time in a textbook on image processing, single direction, group direction, corners and edges, Hough transform, and motion estimation are developed in a principled...
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Titan: Exploring an Earthlike World (Series on Atmospheric, Oceanic and Planetary Physics)World Scientific Publishing, 2008
Titan: Exploring an Earthlike World presents the most comprehensive description in book form of what is currently known about Titan, the largest satellite of the planet Saturn and arguably the most intriguing and mysterious world in the Solar System. Because of its resemblance to our own planet, Titan is often described as a frozen primitive Earth...
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Medical Imaging: Essentials for PhysiciansJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	"An excellent primer on medical imaging for all members of the medical profession . . . including non-radiological specialists. It is technically solid and filled with diagrams and clinical images illustrating important points, but it is also easily readable . . . So many outstanding chapters . . . The book uses little mathematics...
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Human Computer Interaction: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and ApplicationsInformation Science Publishing, 2008

	The systematic study of human-computer interaction has arguably been the most significant factor driving the exponential increase in technology acceptance, diffusion, and utilization, over the past two decades, as well as the technology-driven productivity gains that have benefited a full spectrum of organizations.
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Vaginal Surgery for Incontinence and ProlapseSpringer, 2006

	This book provides the most up-to-date and comprehensive information on vaginal anatomy and physiology. It offers practical guidelines for office evaluation of incontinence and prolapse, and a series of detailed chapters on reconstructive procedures for urinary incontinence, fecal incontinence and prolapse. There are 120 illustrations to...
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